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Robert Hooks, co-starring in
"Blood Kin," is writing a hook
on. Ira Aldrich, a tut-n-of-the.
century actor and first Negro
to play Shakespeare in the
United States.

MAYFIELD. Ky., Nov. 3 —
The Kentucky Department of
Mental Health conducted an allday seminar on drug education
today at the J. U. Kevil Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Center.
Included in the group were
Dr. Edgar Moles, chief of the
bureau of narcotics and drug
education; Gaylord Forrest, administrator of regional mental
health centers; Mrs. Jane Riggers, assistant to Dr. Moles;
Kenneth Helton, coordinator of
alcoholism and drug education;
and Bobby Bailey, director of
the Kevil Foundation.
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VASSAR BUILDING SEIZED Sympathetic white
students sit
on the ground as black, offcampus males guard the entrance to the Vassar College
lidministration building in
Poughkeepsie, N Y About 50 black
roe& took over the administration section of the building
anti naued the doors shut
In a demand for black -study
credits

SI

Hooka writing

Caldwell.
Junes T. Morehead, (1834),
Although somebody left out
was the first native-born Ken- ao "e," Green County,
1792, was
tucky governor, Then, of the earned
TUESDAY -- NOVEMBER 4. 1969
for Gen. Nathaniel
next four governors, onely one, Greene, a Revolutionary
W ar
Charles A. Wickliffe, 1838, was hero.
a native. The other three, James
Nine counties are not named
Clark, 1836; Robert P. Leacher, for anybody at all. Six of them
1840; aaid William Owsley, 1844, were named after rivers or
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
were Virginians. But from then creeks. Bath was named for the
with 1900, except for John W. mineral waters in that area and
MAYFIELD, Ky., Nov. 3—VetDeaths reported are Miss Harriett Erwin, age 58, Luther Stevenson, 1867, another Vir- Barren was named for "the Barginian, they were all native rens," so called because the land eran area extension agent Wil"Luke" Hill, age 86, and Mrs. F. N, Kennerly, age 76.
son R. Hoover has announced
Over 7,000 votes were cast in the general election here yester- Kentuckians. In 1900 William was somewhat infertile. Nobody
his retirement, effective Oct. 31.
day. Bert Combs was elected governor and Wilson W. Wyatt, Goebel, who mu born in Penn- seems to know where the UnA native of Marshall County,
HIGH pi/un--With Vice President Spiro T. Agnew at his
:wheelie, was declared governor
lieutenant governor.
ion in Union County came from.
side in the White House, President Nixon tells a gathering
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Thurman, 521 South 6th Street, are the after being assassinated.
No Kentucky county has been Homer came to Graves County
as assistant county agent in
Not counting Goebea, four named for a woman and,
of Republican leaders that Agnew "has done a great job.parents of a boy born at the Murray Hospital.
since
Mrs. Garnett Jones spoke at the meeting of the Murray Toast- Kentucky governors have died the creation of new counties April, 1935. In 1942, he was
mistress Club. Her subject was "The Lost Art of Conversation". in office. They are George Mad. is highly unlikely, there seems named county agent, and beisose 1816; John Breathitt, 1832; little chance of a name on
the came an area extension agent
Janes Clark, 1836 and Jo hr distaff side being ackled
SUSPENDS RULE
to the in 1948.
Helm, 1867. The dates refer to roster.
Prior to entering the extension
the year they began serving.
Odd, not to say nutty, things service, Hoover taught vocationThere have been five two- about Kentucky are like base- al agriculture at Sharpe
By United Press International
and
term governors in Kentucky. ball statistics. They would
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Th.
fill Calvert City, and was principal
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Only one, however, James Gee- a book. Although Kentuck
U.S.
Judicial Conference, po
of
Aurora
y
High School for two
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 4, the cy-rnaki
red, 1796 and 1800, has ever makes most of the bourbon years.
ng arm of the feder
308th
day
of 1969 with 57 to judiciary,
served two consecutive terms.
has suspended a fly
whiskey in the world, for exHoover's successor has not yet follow,
month-old
Judith Faye Richard, five weeks old daughter of Mr, and Mrs. He was the state's second gov- ample, 86 of its 120 counties been named.
rule which said
The
moon
is
between
ernor,
its
the
last
first being Lsaac Shel- are dry. (—Bour
L. W. Richard, died yesterday.
federal judges had to get
bon County is
quarter
and
new
phase.
Emma Jean Parrish will be crowned queen of Alma High School by. The other four two-termers dry, but Christian County is
permission from the conference
The
morning stars are before acceptin
at the Alma-Dover, Teen., basketball game. Nancy Lovins will be were Isaac Shelby, 1792 and wet.)
g fees for offMercury, Venus and Jupiter.
1812; John. J. Helm, 1850 and
Lots of names seern misplaebench activities. The conference
junior queen.
1867;
The
James B. McCreary, 1873 ed,
evening
stars are Mars put forth instead
tea. Neither Adair nor
_Mark Cunningham, district governor of Rotary, spoke before the
a temporary
and 1911; and Albert Benjamin Adairsville is in Adair
and Saturn.
Murray Club yesterday.
County,
replacement rule which elimiChandle
On
1,935
r,
and
this
1955.
history:
day
in
Seven
Allen
nor Allenville in Allen
"Mr, and Mrs. Elmus Trevathan have been married forty years
nates the need for prior
governors are still living.
In 1842, Abraham Lincoln permiss
County, Boonesboro nor
today. She is the Ledger & Times correspondent for the Flint
ion; but it says
Kentncky used to be part of
married Mary Todd in Springby Darrell Shoemaker
in Boone
County
Bonevil
nor
Community", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray". Fincastl
jurists
who accept pay for
e County, Virginia. In Campbeilsville or Campbellsfield, Ill.
lectures or other appearanc
1776 it became Kentucky Co- burg in Campbell County.
In
1931,
the
League of must later report
There
their acti
unty, Va. and in 1780 it was are lots more like that.
Nations cited Japan for willful
ties to a threeetudge panel
split into Jefferson County, FayDid
you
ever
know
a man more agr ession in Manchuria.
There's a lot to be said for
designated by the chief justic
ette County and Lincoln Co- Kentucky, however. For
In 1952, twenty years of of the
exam- than forty years and never know
United States.
unty. Then Nelsen was whacked ple it's less than 100 miles
his
given
name?
"Papa
Dill"
is
Democra
tic administration endfrom
out of Jefferson in 1784 and London to Paris in Kentuck one for me. Do you know his first ed with the
election of Gen.
y,
Ye turned to God from idols to serve the living and true God. - the following year saw Bourbon but it's twice that far in Eu- name? He is a grand man who has, Dwight D. Eisenhower
as
taken from Fayette, with Mer- rope.
and is, living a long useful life, President.
1 Theseelonlans 1:9.
cer and Madison Counties comThe
first
ready-m
ade
dress
America today worships the idols of wealth, sex and power.
was
In 1962, 150 persons were
ing out of Lincoln. Two more
In his store. That's back when injured as West Berlin
One by one we must turn back to the living and true God.
The meadowlark is not a true
youths
counties were created in 1778;
many general country grocery battled police.
lark. It belongs to the same
Masan out a Bourbon end
stores drove peddling wagons,
family as the blackbird and the
--Woodford from Fayette.
ANNOUNCES PROGRAMS
trucks came into use later.
A thought for the day:
FIRE ON MOBS
When Kentucky became a
Wiley Young had a peddling Sophocles said, "Though a man
KARACHI (UPI)— Pakistani state in 1792,
four more countWASHINGTON (UPI) —The
route from New Concord that may be wise, it is no shame
troops opened fire Sunday on ies were created;
for
Washing
government today announced
circled by Pine Bluff going south him to live and learn,"
mobs of Bengalis who rioted in Scott, Shelby and Logan. ton,
job training programs for about
Three
back
MARK EVERY GRAVE
to the store. My uncle Ellis
Dacca. Official reports from n:sore, Cleft, Green, and
Hard4,000 persons in 24 states under
Shoemaker made about the same
the scene said one person was in, were approved that year
the
Manpower
route, out of New Providence,
Development killed and 19 were wounded. but didn't
actually become enSTATUE DAMAGED
and Training Act.
on another day of the same week.
The target of the Bengali tities until 1793.
The new programs will cost violenc
Had chicken coops on the back,
e
was refugees from
Lincoln County, one of the
CITY
(UPI)—
$6.7 million to train persons in
so the farm folks could trade or VATICAN
India.
original three, was not named
Vatican officials draped a cloth
such jobs as nurse's aides,
sell
hens
and
eggs. There is
for Honest Abe, of course. It
welders and stenographers in
not a person living today that was today over the hands of 19th
was named 29 years before Abe
order to fill demands for skilled
a kid in the 20's and 30's, who did century statue of Pope Pius VI,
Since UM
The largest channel catfish was barn for Benjamin Lincoln,
workers. About 850,000 workers
not look forward for the husk- badly damaged Saturday by a
a
Revolutionary War General.
ever caught in Iowa wei'ghed
have been trained under the
West Gorster, because it usually meant hammer-wielding
He is the one who had to eur25 pounds, 3 ounces.
program since 1962.
a sucker or peppermint candy, man.
render to Cornwallis. George
Sold my first oppossum hide
Washington evened up the
BUILDERS OF FINE
score, however, by
to Houston Lax who was another county. Then too the leaders
MEMORIALS
arranging
to have Cornwallis surrender
Porter White - Manager
huskster in the mid 20's. That here of the Republican party
to
111 Maple St
Lincaln.—Fair enough!
was the first real money I ever have pushed real hard and should
753-2512
Lincoln
made. It was a big one and brought be complimented.
County's
territory,
Wm—TV
WLAC-11
—TV
incidentally, has been carved
35c, top price then. People who
Channel 4
Maisel S
Cheese/
nine times in the making of
never saw one of these would
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
new counties. The latest was
be surprised at the varieties
x-6 p.m., Ch. 4 JUD COLLINS,AL
McCreary which also took parte
they carried, Everything from
and PAUL EELLS - the Color VOECKS,BOB OLSEN,
of Pulaski, Wayne and Whitlee
needles to bolts of printed cloth
4 PROFESSIONALS who
CHARGE
D
WITH
CRUELTY
are THERE when the news happens
in
--1912.
for dress-making,
.
Dre. Wtt;iSetsm. tif_is
Six of the counties were nam- Held in Bakersfield, Calif.,
awzr Wthr
Sport% tr,lh
6
Audrey Simmons has been in
er: Wthr • Lots
Ronald
F.
Fouquet. 31, and
ed for presidents of the U. S.
the livestock business all of his
x-7 p.m., Oh, 4 DEBBIE and husband JIrn hide
A. Three of those presidents his wife Betty, 26. were ara defecting
adult life, for I sold him my
foreign track star in their home and find secret
were generals, but there are IS rested on charges of cruel
agents
first
hog when he was at Hazel,
hot on their trail!
and
inhumane punishment of
other counties named for gennow we are about the same age,
el
00 Debbi* Reynolds
Lancer
their
The Mod Squad
year
old
daughte
I
30 Jvhe
r
The Red Skelton Show
Movie.
Audrey's brothers were all good
erals, also. The names of 21 col- Jody, found abandon
ed
X-8 lone, Ch. 4 In-depth stories from NW- geors on
traders too, and there never was
onels grace Kentucky counties,
alongside a freeway.
GEORGE WALLACE, the U. S. occupation of Okinawa,
a man that wore shoe leather
three are named for majors
and life in a Nebraska monastery.
that was a better man then their
This Red Skelton Show
First Tuesday
"Second Time
father, Mr. Ace Simmons, who
8 ::1 First
T.,esdan
Governor end J.J.
Around"
is itili First Tuesday
ran a general store at New ProWoods N. Werez
Marcus Weibv. M D.
7
30 First Tuesday
Cony. with P. thesonMercvs welby, M.D.
vidence, with "Buddy" AllbrittNews_i *nu
3 V5'00
Sots News; wmr.; saltrts News; Wait; Marta
:30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin
en, (another man I never knew
Show Movie:
00 The Tonight Showy The Mery Griffin
his first name.)
"Mr. Scoutmaster'
II
:20 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show
Show
Movie
All of this was before governII IS The Untouchables
Movie:
Bishop
ea. :30 The Untouchables
ment reports on every move
The Jaerr &Shoo Show
t le
The Joey Bishco Show
you made. What a contrast.
• le
Give the devil his dues, but
WEDNESDAY mon Hint. PROGRA
MS
frankly I am surprised at the
Country Journal
road construction under the pro
CBS MernIrts N4V/11
sent Republican Administration.
juke Heal Gospel Show PAcHatell Navy
There just wasn't a Republicaa
Country Junction
Bozo Shwa
Country Junction
Bozo Show
in the county that wanted a posiCooteln Ketweroo
Bozo
tion in Frankfort, so the boys
Captain Kongo,'co
Bons
9 :39 ItConcentret
Tan Two
The Mat Doug ShOvr
from here are in a much better
ion
The May Gout, Show He Sad — She Mkt
position to get projects done that
i A IS Sale of the Centurrn
A dy of Mayberry
Barbara Moore Show
:Se Notirret
.xl, Squares Search for Tomorrow *arbors Moore Show
are good and lasting for thin
.00
lvania.
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Jry-Fox presents

DRY PEW
HEYWOOD
INIRMINM"
Jacobs ProductIon
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MILWAUKEE, Wis.
"I stunk."
The speaker was a man who
had just scored 17 points and
grabbed 16 rebounds-not a bad
night's work on a basketball
court.
But
he
was
Lew
Alcincior.
Alcindor blamed himself Monday night after the streaking
New York Knickerbockers had
defeated the Milwaukee Bucks,
109-93, for their Ilth win in 12
National Basketball Association
starts this year,
The Knicks, now with a 41/2
game bulge over Philadelphia
and Milwaukee in the Eastern
Division, have a hex on the
Bucks. They beat the then
expansion club in all six of
their meetings a year ago, and
Monday night's triumph was
New
York's
second
over
Milwaukee in three nights.
Willis Reed, the Knicks' 6foot-10-245-pound center, easily
won the matchup with Alcinder,
the Bucks' million-dollar rookie
at 7-foot-2 and 225. Reed scored
35 points and pulled down 12
rebounds.
The Knicks led for all but the
early moments, taking a 34-23
lead after one period. The
Bucks closed to within 56-52 at
the half, but New York quickly
regained a 10-point margin in

Nicklaus Acts
Like A Man
In A Hurry

•

a

mom

Sao

Buckeyes, Texas And Vols
Lead Survival Of Fittest

November Is A Good Time
To Plant

BULBS

Notice
We are back again in our old location
at 401 S. 4th & Elm Streets
For that Extra Good FIREBIRD Gas and PURE
OIL Products along with ear and light truck service,
such as
eo LUBRICATION
ret OIL CHANGE 8. FILTER
BRAKE SERVICE
MOTOR TUNE-UP
ao TIRE SALE a SERVICE
ao MINOR REPAIR WORK
WE INVITE YOU TO COME SEE US!!
If our service is not satisfactory •. .
PLEASE TELL US!
If you are satisfied with our service . . .
PLEASE TELL YOUR FRIENDS!
THANKS In advancel

e

R&E PURE OIL SERVICE
0

W. H. (Haydon) Rogers

L. H. (Luther) Evans

Half & Half
Made Nowhere but
in Murray, Ky.
Keeps six to eight weeks on
the shelf! Stores better under refrigeration.

5. 'All vinyl upholstered cab.
6. Heater/defroster.
7. Heavy duty rear axle.
The
Selling Import Truck

Foil Lined Carton to
Insure Freshness

:1,925

Housewives: You can now
get Half & Half weeks ahead
with no danger of spoilage.

After once opened, its life
is the same as regular Half
and Half.

* POE + TAX & LICENSE

DATSUN

Ryan Milk

Drive a Datsun ... then decide at:

Company

Lassiter & McKinney
753-7114Datsun Inc.810

Grade "A" Division

Sycamore

by Charles M. Schulz

Love (luv)zi to be fond of;
a strong affection for or

ON PAPER HE'S GREAT..

attachment or devotion
to a person or persons

Major College
Football Ratings
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The
United Press International top
20 major college football teams
with first place votes and wonlost-tied records in parentheses.
(Seventh week.)
Team
Points
1. Ohio St.(31)(6-0)
346
2. Texas (3)(6-0)
307
3. Tenn.(1)(6-0)
280
4. Penn State (7-0)
198
5. Sou Cal.(6-0-1)
175
6. Arkansas (6-0)
1F3
7. UCLA (7-0-1)
lt9
8. Missouri (6-1)
89
9. Purdue (6-1)
52
10. Notre Dame (5-1-1)
50
11. Louisiana St.(6-1)
44
12, Stanford (4-2-1)
13
13. Michigan (5-2)
6
14. Houston (4-2)
5
15. Georgia (5-2)
3
16. (Tie) Miss. (4-3) .
2
(Tie) Wyo.(6-1)
2
18. (Tie) Auburn (5-2)
1
(Tie) Utah (6-1)
1

ALL NEW
ALL-JERSEY

1. Overhead cam engine.
40% stronger.
2. Up to 25 miles per gallon
economy.
3. 6 foot all steel bed.
4. Torsion bar front suspension.

Peanuts®

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

Babe Ruth had a slugging
average of .847 during the 1920
season.

in

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!!

Tulips and Hyacinths
Top Size - All Colors

the third quarter and Milwaukee never got closer than three
Points again.
Bill Bradley added 19 points
and Dave DeBusschere 18 for
the Knicks, while rookie Bob
Greaceia, playing in his first
regular season game, topped
Milwaukee with 18.
Alcindor was unhappy with
the fact he had made only
seven baskets in 20 attempts,
and faulted himself on defense.

Now-40%
more power
for 90%
of your jobs.

KIN
ED RD

44
.C01.01 BY DELUXE

r

Big Lew Blames Self For Defeat

r

_ .
_
Bucs Top Caps

Hu
the
efeated
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VOLS' WATSON
Panthers Grab District One
NAMED PLAYER Championship ith Win Here
OF WEEK, SEC

2 mark tut eliminated Vermont
the conversio attempt and CharBy GENE MeCUTCHEON
as the last possible challenger
A total Russellville Panther, let; Duncan flipped a pass to
to
the
Bean Pot Trophy
football team hit paydirt in the Thomas Riffle who was all alone
• AMHERST, Mass. (UPT}- emblematic of Yankee football
third and fourth quarters to in the end zone for the 2-point
By CARL A. VINES
Victory H. Fusia is the veteran supremacy.
defeat the determined Murray PAT to leave Murray trailing
Because
it
has
only
two
football coach at the University
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)- High eleven 14-0 in a contest 14-0 with only 2:54 left in the
• of Massachusetts. He's also a games remaining as a result of
Tennessee
fullback Curt Wat- at Ty Holland Stadium here game.
music director of sorts who has the Holy Cross cancellation,
Murray could not pick up the
son,
who
ran
197 yards in the last night. The victory put the
Massachuset
ts
can
not
do
worse
been changing the tune sung by
First District, Region One Rusaellvae kickoff and the ball
rain
against
Georgia
Saturday
than
5-4
for
another winning
Redrnen rooters.
afternoon for a school record championship an ice for the was downed deep in Tiger ternA little over a month ago, season.
tor" on the ten yard line. The
Panthers.
The kids in the stands aren't today was named Southeastern
Massachusetts students sat in
The first half of the game was Tigers paled up one first down
offense
player
of
the
week
winning
Opposed
by
as
to
,• tye stands and serenaded Fusia
a defensive battle as the stub- in their last minute attempt to
-.with "Goodbye, Victor" as his evidenced by their changed United Press International.
refused get a drive going but Williams
The
Cumberland Mountain born Murray High line
learn was being beaten, 16-6 by tune. But some of them feel
to give way to the Panther was thrown for a 12 yard loss
sophomore from Crossville, led
Buffalo. The refrain was heard' Massachusetts is a bit strong
speedsters and the Tiger of- by the hard rushing Panther
for its Yankee ophonents, a a tough Vol ground attack to a fense could not seem to get go- linemen as he attempted to
again a week later
pass
when feeling shared
17-3
win over the Bulldogs at ing.
by a few of the
on the following play.
Aelaware delivered a 33-21
Athens, Ga. edging quarterAthens
New
England
League
The
rivals
Tigers got off two more
Murray High gained 59 yards
:Ihrashing.
back
'
Manning of Missis- rushing in the first half and plays before the final horn but
Fusia, whose hairless head is since the Redmen enjoy a 54-25sippi
for
the offense honors.
completed one of five passes could gain only 7 yards and the
a good indication that he's been 1 overall record under Fusia's
Manning turned in another for 13 yards for a total of 72 game ended with Russellville
around in the football dodge, direction.
great performance against LSU, yards whale Russellville picked in front 14-0.
-Later chided his serenaders for
scoring three times and passing up 56 yards an the ground and
Last night's contest was the
lacking something in "class."
for
one touchdown in a 7 through the air for a total last home game for the Murray
'
itjle suggested that if they were
26-24 Ole Miss upset win that of 63 yards when the halftime High eleven and the Tiger seagoing to sing to him, the least
son finale is this Saturday afknocked LSU out of the un- buzzer sounded.
they could do would be to
beaten ranks.
The Panthers' Ronnie Kees, ternoon when they travel to
:;substitute "Arrivederci" for
"Give all the credit to our of- 160 pound, sophomore end, re- Fort Campbell.
:"Goodbye."
fensive
line" said Watson after turned Kip (lepton's secondThe rushing was the deciding
.f.. The students were
"on"
the Georgia
'game. "They were half kick-off to the Russellville factor in the contest as Russell::Fusia for what at the time was
40
yard
line to start the first ville gained
great."
165 yards on the
•:,a, 1-2 record, a slow start added
His 197 yards in 19 carries scoring drive of the night and ground compared
to Murray's
to a 2-8 score in 1968 that was
topped a Tennessee record of thirteen plays later Tom Titre'. 89 with the Panthers picking up
'by far his worst mark in eight
keld
crossed
the
goal
line
on a 109 yards in the second half
192 yards set by fullback Tom
years and in fact his first losing
By GORDON SAKAMOTO
Tracy in 1954 against North one-yard plunge over left guard while the Tigers could only
season at Massachusetts.
to put the Panthers on the
Carolina.
mark up 30 yards. Murray had
Fusia and his squad promptly
HONOLULU (UPI) - Jack
The Cumberland giant, as his scoreboard at 6-0 with 6:16 re- a game total of 13 yards through
set out to teach a different tune Nicklaus acts like a man in a teammates
maining
in
the
third
quarter.
the air and the Panthers gained
call him, has carto the vocally inclined grand- hurry now that he has made up ried 92 times
Instrumental in the drive was
in six games for
7 yards on aerials to give Rusa
15-yar
stand quarterbacks following his mind.
d sprint by Bobby Tata net of 586 yards- averaging
sellville a 172 yard total to
that Delaware defeat.
Nicklaus played in the Sahara 6.4 yards per try, Against Geor- titch and a 14-yard end sweep Murray's 102
yards.
by Randy Cowan.
Last Saturday, while his team Invitational at Las Vegas three gia he had better
than 10 yards
The Tigers picked up 6 first
The kick for the point-afterwas destroying Vermont, 48-7, weeks ago because he had to per carry.
touchdown was no good as Por- downs while Russellville bang
the kids finally learned their find out quickly if losing 20
"Curt broke at least 15 tac- ter
ed out 13 and Murray was penaMcCuiston vartially d
mew lyrics- that common cone- pounds made a• diBerence.
kles in the game," said Coach ed it and
lized 39 yards to Russellville's
it
hl(
one
of
the
upgiate cliche of "we're number
While experimenting, he Doug Dickey.
yards.
rights•
•r
one."
walked off with the top prize.
"He has a rolling gait that
Tigers
Gou.gh's
The
took
Mike
The reference to Massa14 the Kaiser Internatineal at makes him awfully hard to
kickoff and after thirteen playachusetts' position in. the pigskin Napa, Calif., he established tackle," Dickey said. "And
he
parade stemmed from the fact himself as the man to beat has a great knack for breaking had marched to the Russellville
29 yard line which proved to
that the club's fourth straight right off the bat, and even at an angle once
he's past the be the fifrthest penetration of
victory
clinched
the
1969 though he slipped a bit in the line of scrimmage."
NEW ORLEANS(UPI)-Jerald
the night for Murray.
Yankee Conference champion- final round, be wrapped up a
Coach Vince Dooley of the
Govan scored
career high of
Johnny
play
next
Wilthe
On
ship, the fifth for the Redmen darkness
and
fog
delayed Bulldogs admitted that Georgia liams was thrown for a twelve 22 points to lead the New Orleans
in the last seven years.
sudden-death
playoff in 15 "couldn't get those two runners yard loss while trying to pass. Buccaneers to a 125-115 victory
The triumph not only boosted minutes Monday.
penned up," He referred to The Tigers elected to put the over the Washington Caps MonMassachusetts to a creditable 5So, Jack took the $28,000 top Watson and Vol tailback Don ball into the air again on third day night in an American Basketprize, stopped long enough in McLeary, who gained 100 yards and 23 and Bob Flowers saved ball Association contest.
Los Angeles Monday to tape a In the game.
Govan hit 10 of 17 field goikl
the day for the Panthers when
television show and then flew to
he intercepted the Williams dotes antf-ts10 of three free UP
Hawaii to begin tuning up for was out of it.
aerial with a fantastic catch af- rows to eclipse his previmis
tlier Hawaii
Open, starting
Then, Monday morning Nick- ter it had bounced from the high of 19 points. He also pulled
Thursday.
laus, Casper and Archer went hands of two other Russellville down 16 rebounds to lead both
Victory in the Kaiser vaulted to the 17th tee to continue
teams in that category.
the defenders.
Nicklaus into fourth place on playoff, after first fretting on
Russellville clicked off one
Teammate Jimmy Jones took
first down before they were scoring ho3irsa with 26 points.
this year's money-winning list the practice putting green
while
forced to punt but the Tigers Forward George Carter was high
behind Frank Beard, Dave Hill waiting for a heavy fog to
lift.
and Gary Player, and past Billy
When they finally got the could not get king and had to for the Caps with 24.
kick from their own 21.
Casper into second place on the word, it took Nicklaus just
DON
The victory moved New Orlea15
Russellville took over on the
America', all time list.
minutes to wrap it up. He sank
ns into a tie with Washington
Larpst
Golf fans everywhere, especi- a 12-foot birdie putt while Murray 46 and after seven plays for third place in the ABA's
SOME
they pushed the ball over for
ally in Hawaii, were still Archer parred the par-fou
Western Division. Both teams
r hole their second score of the
CV
,
night. now have
buzzing today over Nicklaus' and Casper bogied it.
4-6 records.
The Panthers faked a kick on
playoff victory in the Kaiser.
It was the Only tame scheduled
Nicklaus, Casper, George
the ABA.
Archer and Don January had
finished tied for first after 72
holes Sunday. They played one
NL HIRES TREMBLAY
extra hole-the 16th at Sllverado Country Club's north course
CINCINNATI(UPI)- Dick
and called it a day because of
Tremblay, an umpire in the
darkness. All but January
International League last seabirdied the par five hole so he
NEW YORK (UPI)- Ohio
into fifth place.
son and a professional umpire
Arkansas slipped to sixth, since 1965, has been hired by
State, Texas and Tennessee
lead what now has become the followed by UCLA, Missouri, the National League, it was
Purdue and Notre Dame.
survival of the fittest.
announced
Monday
NL
by
The Buckeyes, defending naFive coaches from each of President Warren Giles.
tional champions, maintained the seven geographical areas of
their No. 1 ranking today after the national comprise the UPI
a
weekend
in
which two ratings board. Each week they
previously unbeaten teams- select the top 10 teams in the
The New York Giants had a
Louisiana State and Florida- nation with points awarded on a
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis on vote team batting average of .319
were stunned by losses.
during the 1930 season.
Ohio State received 31 first from first through 10th.
place votes and four second
place nominations for 346 points
from, the 35-member United
Press
International
ratings
board, easily outdistancing second place Texas (307). TennesPEANUTS
see was third, with Penn State
moving
up to fourth and
Southern
California jumping
540 N. 4th
Phone 753-1944
By DICK DEW
UPI Sports Writer
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Pledge Ceremony Held By Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority At Richerson Home

'Dean.

MI
,

The Tau Phi Lambda Sorer
ity, Omicron Alpha chapter of
the Woodmen of the World,
held its pledge ceremony on
Tuesday, October 28, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
home of Mrs. Jean Richerson
on Parklane Drive.
The ceremony was conducted
by Annie Laura Farris, vicepresident of the chapter. Serving as escort of the candle light
ceremony was Beverly Young.
Pledged were Libby Liman
and Jackie Thompson. Mrs. Inman is an instructor at the
New Hope Day Care Center. She
is a graduate of Georgia South-

ern and is working on her master's degree in special education at Murray State University.
Mrs. Thompson is secretary
to Buford Hurt, state manager,
Woodmen of the World. Mrs.
Thompson and her fourteen
months old son, Dwayne, reside
in Hazel. She is a former resident of Athens, Alabama.
Dressed in flowing white
robes trimmed in gold for the
pledge were Jeanie Lamb, Shirley Morton, Carolyn Fletcher,
Jean Richerson, Glenda Smith,
Loretta Jobs, Helen Spann, Beverly Young, and Annie Laura
Farris. Also dressed in white
were Libby Inman and Jackie
Thompson.
The new pledges were presented with the TPL pledge
handbook, the chapter's manual
of information for pledges. le
taking their first step toward
full membership in Tau Phi
Lambda, the pledge pins which
hold the colors of the sorority
were pinned on the sorority
pledges.
Mystagogues appointed were
Jeanie Lamb and Loretta Jobs.
In the business portion Glenda Smith, president, presided.
Loretta Jobs reed the minutes
and called the roll. Committee
reports were presented to the
group by the chairmen.
An initiation for all new
pledges will be held on Thursday, November 13, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Woman's Club House.
A committee of Helen Spann,
Beverly Young, and Carolyn
Fletcher was appointed to bring
names to the group for consideration for the "outstanding
citizen award".
Jean Richerson, Jane Alley,
and Loretta Jobs were appointed to bring a slate of officers
for consideration at the next
meeting.
Refreshments were served to
the group by the hostesses,
Jean Richerson and Anna Laura Farris.
be
---,The next meeting
held on November 24 at seven
p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
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Big wring

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

VAN BUREN, Mo. (UPI)The largest single outlet spring
in the United States is Big
Spring, which has a maximum
flow of 846 million gallon
daily.
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that any act
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the Stanley products please
DEAR ABBY: I disagree with you We had a daughter
bring the motley to the meet- countries have their music. She
who went the hippie route and ended up in a private mental ing. All mothers are urged to told of music in many lands
and sang a song from each counhospital. She is out now, and desperately trying to "cope" COM.
try accompanied by Mrs. Fred
•••
with each day.
The Flint Baptist Church Gingles at the organ.
Only parents who have had this experience can know how
WMS will meet at the church
deeply it hurts. But what has hurt us even more are the
Mrs. Hortin sang several
at seven p.m.
people who never mentioned her name—as if she had died.
numbers including "Drink To
•••
Tho she caused us much heartache, she is still our
The ladies day luncheon will Me Only With Thine Eyes",
daughter, and we'd like to think our friends care enough to
"Juanita", "Ole Spanish Air,"
be served at 12:15 at the Oaks
"Russian Folk Song", "Mi-Lainquire in case the news of her is a little better.
Country Club. Make reservatHo-Hi", and many others.
I agree, it's cruel to ask out of curiosity, but when real
ions by Monday by calling Erfriends ask, their interest is a comfort.
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She said music came to the
Outland 753-3079. Other hos- colonies with the Pilgrims.
HURT IN MILWAUKEE
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tesses are Myrtle Mae Grogan, closed her program by singing
Bernice Wallen, Virginia Jones, "Joy to the World" which she
DEAR ABBY: You are right. Silence, in this case, is
Doris Rose, Reva Shelton, Mil- said was appropriate at any
golden. My wife rarely leaves the house now for fear somedred Collie, Margaret Treva-otime of the year.
one will ask her about our son. I don't know whether you
than, Fay Sledd, Nell Allbrit
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The Hazel PTA will meet at bring gifts for the patients at
Western State Hospital for
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? Fer a
personal the school at seven p.m with Christmas at the next meeting..
reply write to Abby, Box sroe, Los Angeles,
Cal. MIS, and entertainment by the seventh Mrs. Harry Sparks will deliver
enclose a stamped, self-addremed envelope.
and eighth grades. Refresh- the gifts to the hospital.
ments will be served by mothThe program cpmmittee for
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Want to ers of those •grades
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seven p.m. in the Hale Chapel
Mrs. R. B. Fatter, Ballard Fulton, Oct. 30.
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Simple to service. Maverick is easier and less
Homemakers, and Mrs. James rector at Pikeville Community
Our small car has scored a big success. And
makers Club will meet at the
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expensive
to maintain than an economy import.
Department
of
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R. Copeland, Graves County, as College, in his talk, "Forward
home of Mrs. C. Dale Lemons
the reason is simple—solid value. Now, with
Murray Woman's Club will have
Maverick requires fewer oil changes, fewer chass e c tit a r y-treasurer, at the
p.m.
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rummage sale at the American
other car prices going up all around it, Mav• ••
Homemakers area meeting in Ever—Backward Never," gave
sis lubrications, too. You save time and money.
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The Garden Department of
,Simple to repair. The Maverick Owner's Manual
your goals. (2) Put your heart the Murray Woman's Club will one p.m.
costs $1995' and that's still a small price to
• ••
in it. (3) Work! He said, "A
has 24 pages of instruction for routine maintemeet at the club house at 2:00
The Senior Citizens Club will
pay for a car that's simple to drive ... simple
ben is the only thing I know
nance jobs you can do yourself like change spark
p.m. Hostesses will be Mesthat can get results by setting." dames Leonard Vaughn, B. J. have a potluck luncheon at the
to park . . . simple to service . . . simple to
plugs, adjust ignition timing, and more. Fenders
By working we accomplish and
Hoffman, A. W. Simmons, Sr., Community Center, Ellis Drive,
simple to own.
and
and grille can be replaced in a matter of minutes.
.
.
repair
.
at
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Hostesses
will
be
Mrs.
from this gain confidence and
A surprise party was given pleasure in ourselves." (4) Have L W. Paschall, and H. Ed Birdie Parker, Mrs. Lela ShackChrisman.
Simple to own. The simple machine can start
Simple to drive. Turn on the engine and you turn
in honor of Little Timmy bat.
elford, and Mrs. Martha Golden.
• ••
faith in yourself; believe you
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will
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ville. Tenn.
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A
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together
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cottage of Mrs. Mason Thomas
circle than the leading import. It can
Mrs. Ethel Cooper of Murray We build by working
'Ford's suggested retail prIc• for the car. White sletewell Ores are not
dial invitation is extended to
Included; they sr* 532.00 extra. Since Mester preparation charges (If any),
corners and slide,into tight parking spaces with
Route Five is the great great not by tearing down. (6) Learn at Pine Bluff Shores for the all and especially to newcomers.
transportatIon charges and stole and local taxes vary, they are not Included, nor is Wry equipment that is specially required by state laws
grandmother who was present to cooperate. (7) Recognize im- Baptist Woman's Day of Pray- Contact the hostesses, Flo Hendamazing agility.
•
portance to the other fellow. er at ten a.m. A potluck lunch rickson 753-7783
for the occasion.
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For more. intormatton about Maverick see your Ford Dealer
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sponWorld
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Bray of Murray Route One, Im- struction workshops presented a
sponsored by the Band Booster;
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to rising car prices.
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Elect Mrs. Foster

The Simple Machine.
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VLDING FOlit THE COLLECTION x 3/4 inch water meter connection notice, the District may disconn- or the Murray No. 3 Water Disty-ftve percent of the cells of association. Find out the facts
AND ENFORCEMENT OF SUCH with the waterworks system of ect the water service of such trict of Calloway County, Kenthe inner ear were completely from them. There is plenty that
RATES AND CHARGES.
customer
foregoing
Resoluwithout
further
the
notice.
that
tucky,
the District (a) in the amount of
concerned citizens can do.
destroyed.
$125.00 for customers who filed If water service is disconnected tion is a true copy of a ResoluIt's a matter of life and breath.
latthe
only
Noise
pollution
is
WHEREAS, the Commission of applicatinns for water service by the District for reason of tion du.1, adopted by the Board
est concern in a long list. Our
the Murray No, 3 Water Dis- and paid the amount of $125.00 delinquency in the payment of any of Water Commissioners of said
lungs are damaged and our hear- LEAVES LARGE FORTUNE
trict, of Calloway County, Ken- to the District, on or before water bill, reconnection of such District on Oct 30 1969, that
ts are overtaxed, for example,
tucky, has heretofore deter mined September 30, 1969, and (b) in service shall not be made until said Resolution has been orderMOSCOW (UPI)- Korney I.
Man is polluting his world by breathing man-made impurthat the promotion and preserva- the amount of $200.00 for cus- the owner or user pays all char- ed to be published as required
tion of the public health safety tomers who did not file applica- ges and penalties owed, plus the by law, and that said Resolution with all kinds of contaminants. ities in the air, Our *aters Chukovsky, the grand old man
are filled with waste. Our fish of Soviet literature who died
Notice is hereby given that on and general welfare of said Dis- tions for water connection and amount of $10.00 as a disconneo- appear as a matter of public Including noise.
from DDT Tuesday, left a fortune of more
Oct, 30_,_ 1969, the Commission trict and of all of its citizens or did not pay the applicable tion and reconnection charge. If redrd ui the official records Shrill sounds bombard us from and birds are dying
everywhere.
is
Pollution
television
From
directions.
than $1,1
million, literary
and
of
all
Water
SunMurray
No.
3
a
said
inhabitants require the con- water connection charge until any deadline date falls on
Disof the
District.
Keeping down the levels o sources said Thursday. ChukovUN WITNESS WHEREOF,I have and radio. From jet engines.
day or legal holiday, such deadtrict of Calloway County, Ken- struction and installation of a after September 30, 1969.
drills. And from all kinds of pollution is essen- sky earned it all by organizing
tucky. adapted a Resolution auth- new District waterworks system,
Connection charges for other line shall not expire until the hereto set my hand as Secretary From sidewalk
tial, Clean air, especially, is children's libraries, annual jamrock
music.
orizing the issuance and sale and
of the District and the official
size meter connections shall, next secular day thereafter.
to our well-being.
critical
effthe
research-into
borees for children and helping
WHEREAS, the District is by regardless of the date of appliSECTION A. CODE OF BY- Seal of the District on this 30 Recent
Ad $176,000 of the above-styled
Fighting air pollution is on writers. Millions of copies of his
ects of rock music on the earMIBonds for the purpose of financ- concurrent proceedings provid- cation or payment, be as follows: LAWS INCORPORATED BY RE- day of Oct. 1969.
Ls revealing. At the University of the programs of your tuber- children's books earned moning the cost (not otherwise pro- ing for the issuance of its Wat- Size of Meter
Connection FERENCE.
of Tennessee, Professor David culosis and respiratory disease umental royalties.
The Commission has concurrW. E. Bazzell
vided) of the acquisition and con- erworks Revenue Bonds of 1969 connection
Charge
M. Lipscomb played rock music
detailed
struction of a new waterworks for the purpose of defraying the %inch x /
ently
a
herewith
adopted
Secretary
3
4inch As stated above.
to guinea pigs. He turned up the
system for the District, under cost (not otherwise provided) of %Inch
$250.00 Code of By-Laws prescribing rulvolume to the same intensity as
the provisions of Chapter 106 constructing said system in the 1 inch
$300.00 es and regulations for the opera- (Seal of District)
measured in a nearby disthat
system
tion
of
the
waterworks
of the Kentucky RevisedStatutes. manner provided by KRS Chap- 1-1,2 inch
$400.00
cotheque.
It is provided in KRS 106.250 ters '74 and 106, and
2 inch
$500.00 of the District. Such Code is
For four hours a day the guinWHEREAS, in and by said statthat any action challenging the
Phone 753-127Z
SECTION 2 BASIC MONTHLY incorporated in this Rate Reea pigs heard "hard rock". At
solution by reference and is made BUMPER RICE CROP
validity of such a R esolution shall utes it is required that rates or WATER RATES.
*
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
a part hereof. Copies of said
the end of three months, the rebe brought within twenty days charges for services of the DisWe Have It-We Will Get It-Or It Can't Be Hid
sults were disconcerting. TwenThere shall be and there are Code of By-Laws are on file at
from the date on which such trict waterworks system be preTOKYO (UPI),-Japan will
Resolution was adopted or be scribed and maintained so as to hereby established from and the office of the Secretary of harvest 14 million tons of rice
forever barred. Accordingly, provide for the payment of inter- after the effective date of this the District, where same may this year, its third largest crop
notice is hereby given that any est upon and principal of said Resolution, basic monthly rates be examined by any interested on record, Agriculture Minister
action challenging the validity Bonds as the same become due, or charges for the water supplied party.
Shiro Hasegawa said today.
SEVERABILITY
of said Resolution must be brou- and also to pay operating and by the waterworks system of the .SECTION
If any clause, provision, paraght within twenty days from Nov. maintenance costs, as well as District as follows:
graph or section of this ResoluA, gialawn %lam
4 1969, or be forever barred. to create a depreciation fund,
A copy of said Resolution is on and
The minimum water bill shall tion be ruled void and unenfor- $200 MILLION LOANS
WHEREAS, it is necessary at be $4.50 per month, and each ceable by any court of competent
file in the office of the SecreWASHINGTON (UPI)
tary of the Water District, where this time that a schedule of rates water customer shall be entitled jurisdiction, the remainder hereit may be examined by any inter- for water service by prescribed to 1,500 gallons (or less)of water of is intended to be adopted and Government disaster loans to
ested party.(Signed) Murray No. and that provisions be made for In each month for such minimum shall be in full force and effect victims of Hurricane Camille
notwithstanding
charge.
are averaing more than $5
3 Water District,byWilliana Eric the collection thereof.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE COB Meter Batik for Water Usa- SECTION 2.1. ALL FORMER mWioi, a week and may reach
Bazzell, Secretary, c o Branch
to Minimum PROVISIONS REPEALED; EFF- a final total of $200 million. The
Bank, Peoples Bank of Murray, MMISSION OF THE MURRAY ge_ in Addition
ECTIVE
DATE OF RESOLU- Small Business Administration
U. S. Highway 641, Murray, Ken- NO. 3 WATER DISTRICT OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENSubject to the minimum mon- TION.
said I•lursday it has already
tucky 42071.
The foregoing Notice as to Ad- TUCKY, DOES HEREBY RESOD- thly water rate specified above,
All District Resolutions, or- approveLl 3,795 such loans to
the following metered charges
victims of the Aug. 17 storm.
option of Resolution was duly VE AS FOLLOWS:
ders, motions, or parts thereof,
approved by the Commission of SECTION L WATER CONNEC- shall be made for each 1,000 insofar as same may be in congallons or less of, water conthe Murray No. 3 Water District TION CHARGES.
flict herewith, are repealed, and
at a meeting held on this _30 Waterworks connection char- sumptiota per month to custom- this Resolution shall take effect
ges shall be made for each 5,8 ers of all size connections:
INVISIBLE PARTNER
day of Oct. 1969.
from and after its adoption, appNumber of Gallons of Water
Monthly Charge Per 1,000 roval and publication as provided
WASHL'\GTON (UPI)-CurW. E, Bazzell
or Less Per Month
Gallons or Less Per Month by law.
rent
labor law stifles collective
Secretary
First
Charge)
1,500 gallons or less
$4.50(Minimum Monthly
Adopted and approved on this
making the
bargaining
by
,Next
3,500 gallons
2.50 per 1,000 gallons
30 day of Oct. 1969.
federal government "an invisi(Seal of District)
Next
5,000 gallons
1.00 per 1,000 gallons
ble partner" of management at
'*'Next
10,000 gallons
.85 per 1,000 gallons
William E, Dodson
table," accordNext
30,000 gallons
.10 per 1,000 gallons
Board of Water the bargaining
Chairman,
ing to Sen. Vance Hartke, D.
Next
50,000 gallons
-.$5 per 1,000 gallons
Commissioners,
'Ind. Hartke told a labor group
All over 100,000 gallons
.40 per 1,000 gallons
Murray No. 3 Water District
RATE RESOLUTION
laws should be
Thursday
SECTION 3. BILLING; COLL(Seal of District)
amended to promote more
ECTION; PENALTIES.
sidered delinquent, and there
MURRAY NO, 3 WATER
Our Large 295 sq. in. Picture Tube TVs with Large Chassis start at $395.95 with trade.
collective bargaining during the
The rates or charges afore- shall be imposed a penalty on Attest:
DISTRICT
"cooling off" periods which the
- -ALL 1970 MODEL TVs AT 'et PRICES! said shall be billed monthly, each bill not so paid,in an amount
laws allow the government to
RESOLUTION OF THE MURRAY on statements which shall be equal to ten percent (10 percent) W. E. Bazzell
invoke in strike threat cases.
Secretary
NO, 3 WATER DISTRICT OF issued on or about the first of of the charges (other than sales
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTU- each month, and all bills for such tax) shown on the face amount
CKY, ESTABLISHING RATES service shall be considered due of such delinquent bill. The Dis- CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY
AND CHARGES FOR THE USE and payable ten days after the trict may serve a customer wriThe Public Library of New
1, WILLIAM ERIC BAZZELL,
OF AND THE SERVICES REN- date of issue. If a bill is not paid tten notice of his delinquency.
York
City Contains an estimated
ERED BY THE DISTRICT WA- within ten days after such date If such bill is not paid within hereby certify that I am the duly 17.5 million volumes.
mailing
of
such
after
the
conten
days
of
issue,
such
bill
shall
be
Secretary
acting
qualified
and
ERWORKS SYSTEM, ANDPRONOTICE AS TO ADOPTION OF
RESOLUTION OF THE COMMISSION OF THE MURRAY NO. 3
WATER DISTRICT OF CALL°.
WAY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY,
AUTHORIZING $176,000 OF MURRAY NO. 3 WATER DISTRICT
WATERWORKS REVENUE BONDS OF 1969.

Nan Pollutes
His World

WALLIS DRUG

SHOPPING FOR

Shop and Compare These Four Peafures . .
1. QUALITY
2. WARRANTIES
3. SERVICE
4. PRICES
Your money will buy more for less! Come see for
yourself like hundreds have . . . you'll be glad
you did!

Charge.

viE
HOME
,IN

COLOR TV

CURT1S-MATHES

-4(457 gitf

'help you
:iety of getited in new
; and make
,t "Home
.," again.

ig gifts and
ation from
irhood husiTic leaders.

t Adams

e 753-2378

gives you the 8-year ProOnly
Rate Picture Tube Warranty, 18 months Free
Home Service. .. not one yearl • •
TV Towers at Wholesale Prices
Expert Repair on Color TVs

TV SERVICE CENTER
312 No. 4th

1M 753-5865

CLOSE OUT ON 1969
WESTINGHOUSE APPLIANCES
SAVE

SAVE

SAVE!

You can be sure ...if it's Westinghouse

Compare:You'll buy Westinghouse

• WASHERS

• Removable egg
• 16 cu. ft. capacity • Comcontainer
• Butter and
pletely frost free operation •
cheese servers ! Magnetic
Automatic
maker • SlimWall design gives you bigness door gaskets * Glide:out adwhere you need it - inside • justable rollers • Large yaptable crisper 0- Automatic in137-lb. frost free freezer •
terior light in refrigerator.

• DRYERS

ice

• REFRIGERATORS

5*

id less
Import.
r chas-noney.

Vlanual
naintea spark
enders
imutes.
n start
Check
t made
n ever.

es we not
les (If my),
we not Instate laws

$299" `-®-

Westinghouse
"Frost Free 16"
Refrigerator

• FREEZERS
Permanent Press Two-Speed
Washer and Dryer

• RANGES
•ltrti6"16-Pound capacity • 2 cycle selections on
timer - Permanent Press, Time Dry • 3-position
temperature selector including Regular, Low, Air
Fluff • Easy-to-reach lint collector • Balanced air
flow drying system • Multiple exhausting • Safety
door switch • Porcelain enamel basket

•DISHWASHERS
• COLOR T.V.

•

$199"
w.T.

ling!
202 SO. 5th STREET

1499s

W.T

WESTINGHOUSE
CHEST FREEZER

• 738 lb. capacity - 21.1 Cu.
ft.(AHAM)• Slim-wall insulation - store 1/3 more food
without increasing floor space
• Quick-freeze compartment
- lets you isolate warm foods
for fast freezing • Lift-out
basket - keeps often-used
packages handy • Defrost
water drain - makes defrosting easier • Built-in tumbler
lock - assures maximum security for your food • Plus:
Recessed control knob, counterbalanced seal-tite lid,"drywall" construction, baked
enamel-on -steel interior,
Westinghouse built-in quality.

COLOR TV
only two 23 consoles
ONLY
SAVE

$495w
$150°°

URDOMS INC.
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

PH. 753-4872

101114.111&
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Funeral Is

Today's
tock Market

Murray Hi

***************************

ILE

ORDER

Shagmoor

recommends our

YOUR PERSONALIZED

1

Sanitone

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

drycleaning.

Mary Eva Wells, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Wells, has
played clarinet for eight years.
She has been in Quad-State
band for two years, has played
in the pep hand and has performed at state contests for
three years in clarinet auartets.
Robbie Wilkerson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilkerson, has played in the band for
seven years She has been in
Quad-State band for two years,
played a solo and performed in
a clarinet quartet for four years
at state contests receiving a
first rating. She is a member
of the anneal staff and the library club.

--- NOW

Rickles guesting
HOLLYWOOD (UN)
Don Rickles, who has built his
career insulting other people
will train his sights on Jim
Nabors when he pla!o guest on
the latter's show late this year.
* * *

To Assure Delivery in Time For Christmas

The snail, an unusually hardy creature. -survives temperatures from 48 to 110 degrees
Fahrenheit and can tolerate
highly polluted water.

LEDGER & TIMES

* * *

A maple or oak tree inti
expose as much as four acres
The Band will start concert of leaf surface to the sun,
season Tuesday in preparation
for up-coming concerts for the
Murray High P.-TA., K.M.E.A
convention in Bowling Green
and state music contests in
April.
70P- LEVEL
GOVERNMENT GROUP IS
HOLDING A TOP SECRET MEETING„,

OFFICE SUPPLY STORE
EMUS

Abbie'N Slats

A

by R. Van Buren

WE WILL STAGE A COA/V/NCI
NG
MIVAS/ON OF THIS TOWN BY
CREATURES FROM OUTER SPACE -THEREBY GAUGING THE. REACTIONS
OF THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE
IF SUCH AN EMERGENCY
SHOULD EVER ARISE

Lil' Abner
by Al Capp
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So do a dozen
other leading
clothiers. Because
the Sanitone
Drycleaning Process
makes their garments
look new longer.
Try US and see why. Today.

CODE BREAKER DIES
William F. Friedman. the leading U.S. intelligence cryptologist who broke the Japanese "purple- code during
World wee II, in dead of a
heart attack in Washington.
He was 78. He was credited
with shortening the war 'and
saving innumerable American casualties, and won
many awards, including the
Medal of Honor. -

PAGE SE

ORDERLY...

(CeeHnued Preen Pees One)
(Continued From Page On.)
ROSEVILLE - Heroism if (Continued Prom Page Ons)
Sunday School Class of the (Continued From Pag• One)
local second vice-president, who rewarded in many ways, Marine in
a door with a huge arm load First Baptist
Church where be sirategy of maintaining maxiannounced that Murray entered Pfc. Bobby D. Fittmiui learned of long sticks.
He pushed the was a member.
in um military pressure on the
forty-three items in the arts Last week in Vietnam.
door open with his hip, then
Masonic rites were conducted Comm waists.
Pittman, 21, son of Mr. and
and crafts conceit Although in
tried
to
get
in
but
the
further
at the graveside at the Murray
Primary Mission
competition with twenty-seven Mrs. Birthel Pittman, of 16074 back he got the
more one or Cemetery. The
J. H. Churchill "Under the new orders," Nixother clubs of the district, the Loreto, was wounded for the two sticks slipped
forward. It Funeral Home was
in charge of on and, -the primary mission
Murray Woman's Club won third time in six months when was an impossible
situation. He the arrangements
of our troops is to enable the
.
twenty of the thirty-four awards he was struck by shrapnel from finally put down the
whole
load
Mr. Bailey, age 57, died Sat- South Vietnamese forces to asan exploding Viet Gong land
presented.
and propped the door open to
urday He is survived by his sume the full responsibility for
Attending the board meeting mine.
make his way in with the sticks.
With the wounds came
wife, Mrs Marion Batley of the security of South Vietnem."
were Meaciesnes Don Keller, BeTampa, Fla., his mother, Mrs.
He said the South Vietnameee
thel Richardson, Matt Spark Pitman's third Purple Heart and To his credit, we
must say he Onie Bailey of
Murray, one son, are gaining in strength even
man, John Gregory, Don Tuck- a one-way ticket out of the never once kicked
the door in Aithur Holman
Bailey, of Mur- more rapidly than he had aner, Purdom Outland, Robert N. combat zone. Marines serving in frustration.
Vietnam who receive three
ray, one grandson, Arthur Hol- ticipated.
Scott,
on Biankenship, Gene
The President indicated he
man Bailey, Jr., of Murray,
Brandon, John Belt, Vernon Purple Hearts are eligible for The Shriner' contrib
uted much four stepdaughters;
one seep. held little hope for a negotiated
Shown, 0. B. Boone, Jr., Cliff non-combat duty out of the to the parade on
Saturday. This son.
agreement. He said "no progress
Campbell, George Hart, J. L country.
"I'm hoping for Hawaii," the was all hijinks, but actually the
whatever has been made except
Hoak*, Allen Russell, David
Shrine is a very worthy organagreement on the shape of the
Guyana, Don Hunter, Albert Marine wrote his mother. As izaticn. They
maintain childsecond choice he'll take
bargaining table" despite the
Crider, and James Weatherly.
ren's hospitals and burn hospiOkinawa.
Paris talks and a series of "setals
from coast to coast where
A 1967 graduate of Fraser
cret initiatives," including a
High School, Pittman joined the they treat thousands of childsummer exchange of letters beMarine Corps Dec. 2, 1968. He ren each year. If a child cannot
tween Nixon and the late Ho
received his basic training at afford treatment, he gets it anyChi Minh.
Camp Pendleton, Cal. before way. Hundreds of children are
BRUSH FIRE ROARS NEAR HOMES Quick work by firemen
The other side, he said, has
prevented the loss of any of the
homes to the wind-fanned brush fire racing down
being sent to An Hoi, Vietnam saved each year from crippling
not shown "the least willingness
hills back of the structures on the north
burns,
with
congeni
the
tal defects, accid1st Marine Division in
to join us in seeking a just
ADULtS 92
edge of Granada Hills. Calif.
ents and what have you.
May.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
peace."
NURSERY 8
PFC Pittman Is the son of
Aides said Nixon wrote the
opened lower today in moderNOVEMBER 2, 1969
NOW YOU KNOW
Nautilus. the first atomicThe world is divided into
former Kentucky residents and
speech himself. Saigon was inately active trading,
powered
submarine, . was 24 zones, each 15 degrees of
the grandson of Mrs. Lula Mae
President Nixon's Vietnam formed in advance what Nixon by United Press International launched at
ADMISSIONS
Groton, Conn.. arc, or one hour in time apart.
Adams of Boaz, and Mrs. Billy
addresc was expected to have would say and expressed full Glass blowing, considered the Jan. 21, 1954.
* 0*
Etrittian of Murray.
agreem
most
ent,
U. S. efficials sea
important development in
an unsettling impact on Wall
Mrs. brine Kendall and Baby
*
A month later on two
*
*
The
first
words spoken by
the history of the manufacture
u•
_
Street, although one analyst
Girl, 400 No. 1st St., Murray;
successive
(Continued From Peet 1)
Neil Armstrong as he stepped 'of glass objects, dates from a.
commented that hopes for a
Thomas Nesbitt, Rte, 5, Mur- wounds days, Pittman received
The first French nuclear test on the moon
* * *
and Purple Hearts
were: "This is
bout the first century B.C.
dramatic peace breakthrough
ray; Mrs. Louise Balentine, Rte, numbers one
explosion occurred Feb. 13,
and two. The first Junior Prem Queen last year.
one small step for man, one
Born
simply
in
had
Berlin,
worn
3, Murray; Mrs, Mavis Fair, time he was hit by
1960,
off
George
in
recent
in
David
the
Hal, son of Mr. and
Sahara Desert.
shrapnel from
giant leap for mankind."
Washington Adams, son of Presi708in Payne, Murray;
Ninety per cent of Canada's
Mrs. T C. Hill, has played bar- days.
Robert an exploding land mine and
.* * *
the
* * *
dent
John
Another analyst remarked
Quincy Adams, was 20 million people live within
Spam, 507 Meadow Lane, Mur- second time was
a
struck in the itone saxophone in the band
The universe contains about
ray; Mrs. Irene Pickard, Rte, 7, shoulder by a bullet.
for seven years. He is president that the market was "well the first prestdential child to 200-mile-wide strip threaded
The suits worn by astronauts
Murray; Mrs. Orpha Jones, Rte,
After that, everything went of the riger Band this year and prepared for a disappoint- be born in a foreign country. by the Trans-Canada Highway. 100,000 million billion stars, Neil Armstrong and Col. Edwin
says
the
Nation
ment,"
al Geographic.
and consequently it may
2, Murray; Mrs. Lena Paschall, fine until Pittman's most recent is doing an outstanding job,
E. Aldrin cost $300,000 each.
Rte. 1, Murray.
close call on Oct. 8. This time be according to Band Director Phil have little adverse effect on the
was struck in the arm and Shelton. He is co-photographer list.
on the annual staff this year.
Shortly after the opening, the
DISMISSALS
shoulder.
"The last we heard," his He is in the pep band and has UPI marketwide indicator was
Mrs. Mattie Tripp and Baby mother said, "the injury wasn't done solo and quartet work at off 0.62 per cent on 392 issues
crossing the tape. There were
Boy, len Sunset, Murray; Mas- too serious. It's the best news in the state contests.
ter Benny Stubblefield, Rte. 4, the world.
Nancy Jones. desighter of Dr. 242 declines and 76 advances.
"Whenever a strange looking and
Murray; Don Barnes, Paducah;
American Telephone fell 3/1 to
Mrs. Conrad Jones, has
There's no Greeting quite so jolly
511a.
Mrs. Dorothy Underwood, Box car would stop in front of the been in the band eight years
and
42, Puryear• TOWL, William Brie house we would worry afraid it has served as majorette the In the oil group, Pennzoil
None so friendly, none so gay
ttain, New Concord; Mrs. Betty was another telegram she said. last three- years Nancy is active gave up % to 37, Jersey
As
the, cheery Merry Christmas
Edmonds, 504 Whitnel Ave., Mur- "Now that fear is gone, thank in F. H. A. and the Black and Standard 1/2 to 661o, Mobil le to
Person
50
1
e
alized and sent by you today
ray; Mrs. Effie Humphrey, 1103
and Standard of CaliforGold newspaper staff. She plays
Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Fannie
flute. Director Shelton agrees nia lo to 57, Atlantic Richfield
Jetton (From Cony, Div.), Rte. 2,
they'll all miss her,pretty smile gained 1:4 to 993/4.
Kirksey.
Du Pont slumped Pk to 1151,2
The Pacific Ocean covers one- next year.
7*********a-***************;***
Connie Lowry, daughter of among the chemicals, Eastman
third of the globe.
Dr. and Mrs. C. C Lowry, has Kodak slid 14 to 773e, and
been in the band eight years Allied Chemical le to 30, Union
and has been a majorette the Carbide held unchanged at 401/2.
last two years. Conic is co-head
Chrysler dipped 7/8 to 411
/
4 in
majorette this year and she the automotive group, with
plays the saxophone. She is a Ford down 3,1 to 44, Genera
l
member of N. F. L., the Black Motors lost 8 to 75.
and Gold newspaper staff, the Among the electro
nics, Naannual staff and is co-social Uonal Cash Registe
r dropped 2
chairman for the band.
a to 139, Control Data 1 to
117%. WestInghouse fell -8 to
Beth Tuck, daughter of Mr. 81%, General Electric
to
and Mrs Richard Tuck, has 83%.
been in the band eight years.
Also lower were Walt Disney
Shehas served as rank leader at 1093e off 2, Leasco
Data 30%
and played in clarinet quartets off 1, ltek Corp.
71 off 2/
1
2,
at state contests. She is active in Polaroid 1371
/2 off 1%, GAC
F. H. A., on the annual staff Corp.
641/4 off 11 2, and Litton
and in the pep band.
down 1 to 54%.

Hospital Report

-
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

• of the
e north

spoken by
he ttepped
"This is
man, one

astronauts
Col. Edwin
,000 each.

ELEGANT STONE HOME on
two acres of land. Has full basement, two fire places, central
beat and air, large living area
This place has a beautiful view.
Located near Ken Lake Hotel
on 94 Hwy.

'
I

•

SEE THIS THREE BEDROOM
brick veneer in Kingswood.
Large den and kitchen combination, living room, two baths,
-central heat and air, fine carpet throughout, nice rolling
lawn. Another house that has
been reduced. This man is ready
to sell, give us a bid
MAKE US A BID on this four
bedroom fully carpeted home on
Johnson Blvd. Surrounded by
nice homes. Kitchen, den, formal dining room, double garage,
large utility room and paved
driveway.
NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK
veneer on South 7th New carpet, has carport, utility room,
large living room. This place is
leased for one year at $125.00
per month. Real good invest.
ment, price $14,500.00.

1 - REMINGTON SPORTSMAN - 12 ga., 26" Imp.
1 - WINCHESTER Mod 50 - 12 ga., 28" Imp.
1 - BROWNING Auto. - 12 ga., 28"
1 - J. C. HIGGINS Mod. 66 Auto. - 12 go., 21"
1 - REMINGTON Sportsman Mod. 58 with Extra Barrel - 12 ga.
1 - REMINGTON Auto. - 12 ga. with Compensator
1 - WINCHESTER Mod. 1200 - 12ga. with Extra Barrel, V. Rib
1 - WINCHESTER Mod. 1897- 12 ga., 30 Full
1 - WESTFIELD Mod. 100 B - 12 ga., 3" Chamber, S. Brl.
1 - J. C. STEVENS 1900 Pat. - 12 ga. Single Brl.
1 COLT .38 Police Pos. Spec.
1 - MARLIN Auto. .22 Rifle

air, two baths, modern and well
!ocated. Family room, all carpet, two car garage. Has everything.
BEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL on
Poplar. Lots of storage space,
garage, central heat, two baths
and beautifully decorated by a
professional. You have to see
tc appreciate this home.
GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermitage. 2% baths, three bedrooms,
family room plus large rumpus
room, central heat and air, unusual interior and exterior.
SUNSET DRIVE One of the
best buys we have seen. Three
bedrooms, family room, 1%
hs, draperies included. Call
see this bargain.

io

GATESBOROUGH. TWO lovely
homes. Three bedrooms, central heat and air, carpet and
all modern
WE HAVE numerous lake cottages, lake lots, farms, lots of
every type
WE NEEW NEW listings. Call
us for an appraisal of your property. No cost to you until we
sell We appreciate your confidence.

iD

FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AOENCY at $18 West Main, National Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724. Home none:
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
Baker, 733-2409; Onyx Ray. 7538919; Gary Young. 753-8100
N-3-C

$114.50
WOO
110.08
12.5.00
107.50
15.00
150.00
90.00
2430
35.00
69.00
24.50

LIMIT: 2 BOXES PER CUSTOMER

12 GA.
16 GA.
20 GA.

$2.39
$2.29
$2.19

@ MMUS

HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m, male or
female. Apply in person to DarCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please.
TFC
WANTED: Lady, experienced in
salad department. 8:00 a. m. to
4:00 p. m. shift. Full time work.
Must be neat, efficient and dependable. No phone calls. Apply Colonial House Sip orgasbard.
N-8-O

HELP WANTED

Plant Accountant
(accounting degree preterred)

Industrial Electrician
Apply To:

CELOTEX CORPORATION
Paris, Tenn. 38242 - Phone 642-1230
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FOR RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

SMALL FURNISHED apartment
for single man. Available immediately. Phone 753-7506.
N-4-C

PROFESSIONAL residential painting. Brush, roll. spray
References. Free
estimates
Phone 753-3486.
Nov.-25-C

FOR YOUR home remodeling,
TWO-BEDROOM furtu.shed aadditions and repairs. Free estipartment. Call 753-1569. N-4-C
mates. Call 753-6123.
TFC

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Call

NOTICE

Kelley's Pest
Control

•

16.95
18.50
22.50
•

1
22.50
17.50
32.95

SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD GT RED STRIPE

19.25

CUSTOM WIDE TREAD POLYGLAS WHITE

35.95

SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD NYLON WHITE

21.75

SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD NYLON WHITE

23.50

WHITE FIRST GRADE

17.50

Used 6-Ply MUD & SNOW TIRES

753-3914

WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and additions. Phone 753-3368. Nov. 16-C
EXPERT TYPIST desires work
to be done at home. Will do correspondence, billing, addressing, and reports. Fast service!
All you doctors, lawyers, insur
ance agents, and businessmen
who are months behind in your
reports and correspondence give
me
. All work kept corfidential! Call after 5:00 p. m
'i'elephone 753-7570.
TFC
WILL KEEP children in my
home during the day. Telephone
753-2923.
N-4-C
WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 753-6977.
Dec.-9C

Special This Week .

Rotate Your Tires and Inspect
only 99*

BURETS
Ph. 753-5617

NOTICE

NOTICE

BULL DURHAM DINING ROOM
(Near Paris Landing)

Is Now Open Only Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
Until the First of March
n6c
NOTICE

NOTICE

CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner
you ever used, so easy too. Get
Blue Lustre Rent electric shampooer SI. Big K.
N-8-C

OATEN
LIVESTOCK IONDUCERS

HOUSEHOLD Furniture--Early
American living room suite, maple end tables, wing back swivel chair fireplace set, oval coffee table, half-bed complete,
two odd chests, white bedroom
suite complete, oak dining room
suite with four chairs, electric
lawn mower, two school desks.
Phone 753-5860 after five p. m
N-6-C

Due to the fact that two weeks ago, our packer made
it possible for us to start grading hogs, better hog prices
have come to Murray as you have been told.
We, the Shoemaker and Atkins Livestock Co., will pay
daily for hogs grading No. 1, No. 2, No. 3. top local market price. Call 753 3225 for daily market quotations.
We appreciate your business and will always do the
best we can for the producer.
Ellis and Myrtle Shoemaker
nfic
NOTICE

NOTICE

linD COUNTRY
STI'L
.E,SithlIDSAila
SHROAT'S

BLACK TOPPOI
No Jobs to Smalf or Large
to is* Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Iletween SAM a. m. and
510 a. in.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

WANTED
FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK
Pipe Fitters
Welders
Electricians
Apply To

CELOTEX CORPORATION
Paris, Tenn. 38242

IN SACKS OR BULK

MEAT MARKET
10 WEANING PIGS. Phone 753- All heirs and creditors of
109 North 5th
Mary
Rebecca
Mims
are
here6533
N-6-C
by notified that a Petition for
tfc
LEATHER COUCH, hide-a-way, the sale of realty belonging to
Mary Rebecca Mims, deceased,
chrome dinette
with
chairs, desk and chair, five- has been filed in the Calloway
drawer chest, roll-a-way bed. Circuit Court. All heirs or creLOST
FOUND
Phone 753-4894.
N-6-C ditors of Mary Rebecca Mims
will appear before this Commis LOST: Tom Sealpoint Siamese
sioner on r before the 24th cat, name, Tinker. Phone 753REAL ESTATE FOR SALE day of N ember, 1969 to prove 9973.
N-6-C
their cl ms.
BY OWNER: Three - bedroom
FRANK RYAN,
house, near town, hospital and
Master
Commissioner
„CARD OF THANKS
high school. Fenced in back
H-1TC
We wish to express our apyard, carpeted, built-ins. Phone
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
preciation to our friends and
753-5330.
N-6-C
ADMINISTRATION has been neighbors for their food, flowKING SIZE LOTS or acreage, granted by the county court up- ers and words of sympathy folLeve
the following estates, to lowing the death of our father,
lots, some lon
with trees.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club wit:Henry Charlton. Especially Bros.
William Errett, Dicd, Dee'd., Bill Johnson and Elbert Johns
Estates, telephone 753-6977.
Dec.4.c Ginath Owen, Broad Street, for their words
of comfort and
Murray, Kentucky, Executor.
the Miller Funeral Home for
Pearl Evans Nanney, Dec'd., their wonderful service.
Samuel J. Nanney, South
Mr. & Mrs. Hester Charlton
AUTOS FOR SALE
16th. St., Murray, Kentucky,
Mr. & Mrs. Hildred Paschall
Administrator.
1964 T-BIRD, good condition.
1TP
William
Abe
Thompson,
Call 436-5331.
N4-C Dee'd.,
193 VOLKSWAGEN. Front end J. E. Thompson, Hazel, Ky.,
CARD OF THANKS
wrecked. Has over-hauled 40 HP Route 2, Administrator.
We wish to express our heartengine Good clutch and trans- All persons having claims a- felt thanks to all for every
mission. David Sellers, 411 So. gainst said estates are notified kindness shown us during the
8th St.
N-4-C to present them to the Admin- illness and death of our loved
istrators or Excutors verified
1962 CHEVROLET four-door according to law, same to be one, Dessie Moubray. Our specair-conditioned. Must sell due presented to said Administra- ial thanks to those that sent
to illness. Call Lamer Farmer tors and Executors in due course food and flowers and to all
that offered their services in
753-2970.
N-6-P of
any way.
Tlaw.
his November 1st., 1969.
May God bless you as he did
D. W. Shoemaker, Clerk
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C us in your hour of sorrow.
SERVICES OFFERED
Mr & Mrs. Eulice Moubray
1TP
1TP

Mounted Free

EASY BUDGET TERMS

.Geraldine Is
Becoming Star
In Own Right

Salary unlimited. Answer in writing, giving qualifications
and some information about yourself. Include age and
telephone number.
P.O. BOX 32-H
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I

Plant Engineer

ONE - BEDROOM furnished
house. Phone 753-4647. N-6-C

EVERY make electric carpet
shampooer does a better job
with famous Blue Lustre. Western Auto Store. "Home of the
Wishing Well".
N-3-C

FOR LOCAL STORE
Need Manager at Once with
Management Background

MASTER COMMISSIONER'S
NOTICE
MAX H. CHURCHILL, AS
TWO -BOXER [Ripples, males,
three months. $50.0b each. Als7o ADMINISTRATOR OF THE
American Flyer train set with ESTATE OF MRS. MARY REswitches and lots of extra track, BECCA MIMS, DECEASED IN$20.00. Phone 753-3113 after TESTATE, PLAINTIFF
5:00 p. m.
N-6-P
VS.
NOTICE
HERMAN MIMS, JR. AND
36-INCH TAPPAN gas range,
MAX H. CHURCHILL, INC,
avacack, green. Like new. If in
DEFENDANTS.
terested phone 753-9357. N-6-C

(engineering degree preferred)

HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 50',
two bedrooms, central heat, all
electric, located on private lot,
Mrs. Ben Nix, phone 753-3785
N-5-C

SPINET PIANO. Famous make,
concert quality. Local party •
with good credit can save over
$200 00 and finance entire remain.ng balance. To inspect
without obligation, write Home
Office, Joplin Piano C., Joplin,
Mo.
N-4-P

WESTINGHOUSE range in excellent condition; gduranteed.
Phone 753-7557 after 5:00 p. m.
N-6-C

APPLICANTS TO FILL FOLLOWING
POSITIONS IN NEW PLANT

POWER CUSHION BLACK
POWER CUSHION BLACK
POWER CUSHION X NEW WHITE
POWER CUSHION X NEW WHITE
TUBE INCLUDED
CUSTOM POWER CUSHION BLACK
CUSTOM WIDE TREAD POLYGLAS WHITE

210 E. Main

Per Bx.

- WANTED -

Goodyear Tire Bargains

All Plus Tax

Per Bx.

PH. 753-5617

HELP WANTED

WANTED: Waitrefts. Apply in
person at Maple Loaf Restaurant.
N-4-C
WANTED: Woman for weekly
housecleaning and ironing. Cell
753-6719 after 5 p. m. References required.
N-10-C

Per Bx

Cat1101111111S

210E. MAIN

CHEST-TYPE
freeze,
deep
$65.00 Portable welder, 250
AMP, S32.5.00, Phone 753-6508.
N-4-C

20 PIGS, 2. months old, weaned.
Call 753-4418 or see at Euin
Bizzell Farm 214 miles east of
Almo.
N-5-C

SHELL SALE
FIELD LOADS

THREE BEDROOM FRAME
near University with garage, all
new carpet. This place is priced WANTED: Experienced checkfor quick sale. Give us a call er, 25 or over, male or female.
to see.
Part time. IncAl residents onTWO BEDROOM BRICK veneer ly. Apply Convenient Foo d
on North 17th Street. Real nice, Mart, Chestnut Street.
1TC
drapes and air conditioner goes
WANTED:
W:.:treis
at
T
m's
with house. Pretty lawn. Is in
Pizza Peace. Call cr ccine by
Robertson School District.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer Tom's Pizza Palaze after 12:00
N4C
on South 7th Street. This house noon.
has a full finished basement
with fire place. Just the nicest
recreation room you could
WANTED TO BUY
want. Worlds of closets, some
carpet and some hardwood. The WANTED: Oct. 7, Ledger &
price of this house is unbeliev- Times. Please bring to the Ledable.
ger & Times office.
TFNC
EAST Y MANOR One of the
WANTED:
Good
used snare
nicest three bedroom homes we
N-6-C
have seen. Double garage, base- drum. Phone 753-6057.
ment with finished recreation,
room, two baths, fireplace, loveNOTICE
ly large wooded lot You mu
see this home.
BELMONT DRIVE Three bedroom brick, central heat and

Urea)

FOR SALE

SALE - USED GUNS

LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
veneer on two acres of land,
1% miles from Murray. House
has three bedrooms, formal dining room, large living room
with fireplace, central heat and
air
conditioner.
Beautifully
landscaped lawn, double garage. This is a beauty.
NICE BRICK HOME in Kirksey.
This home has four bedrooms
dining room, living room, central heat, full basement, three
acres of land and a good 30x50
shop building. A good location
and nice home for the right
person. Been reduced for a
quick sale.

'vided into
degrees of
tune apart.

Nona'

NOTICE

.
AIRCONDMONER for 1957 or
'58 Plyno.lith. Call 436-5331.
N-4-C

sEF THIS beautiful 3-bedroom
on Keeneland Drive. It has just
about everything including a
transferable loan. Board fence
in back and central heat and
air.
4-BEDROOM frame on Main
Street. This one is nice and
priced to sell. Lot size, 70' x
360', you can move in at date
of deed.

HELP WANTED

MANAGER WANTED

77/1101/911rii
REAL NICE BRICK veneer
home with 5 acres of good
Rome has there bedrooms, living room, den, kitchen, 1%
baths, fireplace, carport and
nice lawn. Located five miles
from Murray.

TUESDAY - NOVEMBER 4, 1966

Phone 642-1230

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Sellsome
of your
savings.

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD
(U P
"People always think of me as
Charlie Chaplin's daughter,"
the diminutive brunette said,
"but they forget I am also the
granddaughter of Eugene
O'Neill.
"I'm just as proud of one as
the other."
Geraldine Chaplin, eldest of
the comedian's daughters who
Is rapidly becoming a star in
her own right, has modest
literary ambitions and does not
expect to achieve the acting
fame of her father.
Painfully shy, but endowed
with a fey sense of humor,
Geraldine finds herself uncomfortable with the ambience of
her career.
Is On Display
She would like to remain out
of the public eye but as an
actress she is almost constantly
on display. For that reason she
enjoys writing as much or more
than she does performing.
"I wrote a motion picture
script in Spain with my friend
Carlos Saura," she said of "The
Honeycomb" in which she also
starred under Saura's direction;
"Truthfully, I enjoyed the
writing as much as acting. In
acting I depend on the director.
As a writer I have more
freedom and less security."
Geraldine, currently starring
with Charlton Heston in "The
Hawaiians," for Mirisch • Productions, didn't
know how
famous her grandfather was
until she entered a private
school in Switzerland.
"Of course I'd known daddy
was a very famous many!!-she
smiled.
After learning of her maternal grandfather's acclaim Geraldine set about reading his
complete works-plays, novels,
short stories.
"My favorite was grandfather's last work (Long Day's
Journey into Night) because it
was all about his family and his
life," Geraldine said.
Never Met Grandfather
"I never met tim because he
refused to have anything to deo
with my mother after she
married daddy, The difference
in their ages was so great, and,
after
all, daddy's marital
record wouldn't exactly cause
joy in the father of a young
girl."
Geraldine has inherited much
of her mother's great beauty,
but
she
believes physical
heredity is a considerably
stronger phenomenon than intellectual or talent inheritance.
"Acting and writing are both
hard work for me," she said.
"If genius or
ent were
hereditary then I'd be one of
the finest performers and the
greatest writer in the world. I
enjoy what I do, but it doesn't
come easily."

Fish story
VIMMERBY,Sweden (1111)A telephone worker's eye*
bugged out when he spotted a
fish hanging on a hooked line
tangled around a telephoue wire
about a mile from the nearest
lake. One explanation was that
the fish had been caught by a
bird who had lost it when flying
to the nest.

THE LEDGER
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Television
In Review
By RICK DU BROW

3 Abstract being
4-Regard
S-Cut of meat
6-Preposition
7-Number
8 Fruit
9 Sponsor
10 Toward shelter
11 -Antlered animal
16-Putted up
20 Presents
22 Indefinite
article
23 Peck away
24 Woody plant
25 Sun god
26 River in
Scotland
30-Beasts
32 Aleutian island
33-Skin of fruit
36 Canine

DOWN
1 Hindu cymbals
2-Frozen water
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• Warm lined with soft Acrilan pile
• Grained manmade uppers
• Guaranteed waterproof with slush -molded sole
• Resistant to road salt
Sizes: Womens 5-10, Girls 10-12, 13-4
in black, brown

Regular to 55.99

a.,
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Cards 88c
Religious
88c
50 Beautiful Classics _ _ _
Religious
VALUES
50
REG Si 50
Cards
Religious
1.00
Other
box) _ _ _ _ _ _
to
(18
'1.77
2 Boxes
_______
25 for _ _ _ _
_ _ 'L37
for
25

VALUABLE

8

si)

_ _ '12.88
_ _ 16.88

COUPON

VALUABLE

Peanut Butter crunchy smooth or with
Jelly or Marshmallow

VOID

(5067-5068)
• Sturdy easy -care vinyl
uppers
• Fleecy imitation -fur lining
• PVC sole guaranteed never
to need rep
Sizes: 8i-12. 12.i.-3 in black

VALUABLE

370z

11.7

300 tablet size -

4
6'
With
Coupon

VALUABLE

VALUABLE

COUPON

SOMETHING ELSE

lldd

ATTENTION

4L)

VOID' AFTER NOV. 8, 1969

VALUABLE

livestock Producers

27(i

VOID AFTER NOV. 8. 1969

Reelfoot Packing Co., in 'conjunction with the Murray Livestock Co.. are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.

VALUABLE

A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS

Prices P,id Today for Top Hogs
GradirigifNo. 3
No. 1
No. 2
- .24.25
$24.50 $25.00

CEPHOL
Antibacterial troches for fast pain relief of
sore throat
Big K reg. 66e
.With

36 Tablet to bottle. Big K Reg 84c
With

Coupon

•

-Irst''

9,00

-

9,001 PAC

51.97

88c
5L-2,

COUPON

zti
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14
LIQUID MASK

.

VALUABLE

/

ANTACID ABSORBENT
11 fluid, oz. - Big K reg. $1.22
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Coupon

II

Keep alert tablets for that dozy drowsy feeling.
60 tablet bottle - Big K reg. $1.23

Pain reliever for sore muscles, cold discomfort,
arthritis, rheumatism. 3-oz. tube. Big K reg. 99c
With

it)

•

reig_

With rugged scraper top for car windows,
locks
and wipers. Big K reg. 77a - 14-oz. can
(
ivt
With

27

COUPON r„,

MINIT-RUB
Coupon

COUPON

K

PRESTONE- DE-ICER

37

VALUABLE

COUPON

MEASURIN
Coupon

VALUABLE

VOID AFTER NOV 8. 1969

Time Released Aspirin

BETTER 1106 PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock industry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 7535334 for -top hog quotations

With
Coupon

Big

VOID AFTER NOV. 8. 1969

,*

Hot lemon drink. Cold medication for coughing,
nasal congestion, headache. Big K reg. $1.57.

With

—

COUPON

CITHISUN

HOME PERMANENT
Big K Reg 88c S2.00 Value
' te, Inc. 4

it
*

COUPON

BAYER ASPIRIN

Coupon
(Also 16 tablet size, reg. 57e __ with coupon 110

a111-1
°
AFTER NOV. 8, 1969

!

$350

• COUPON

For cold, sin.,‘ relief 50 t-h'et‘ Big K reg. 970.
With

18-ox. jar - Big K Reg. 66e
With

Now conies
Plyde 0. Hie
Texas.

SNOW BOOTS

-wwo

HOMO QUININE

ZOOM -DOOM

Seer
Ar
Boys' Italian Made

ELECTRIC BLANKETS

Other Electric Blankets
Dual Control _ _ _

Fashionable for the high school
and college male or the executive crowd. And this sleeveless
sweater in 100% lambs wool
mohair
or combination lamb/
wilLadd to your comfort on chilin
ly days: A tremendous valve
colors
all the new fall fashion
and you would expect to pay a
lot more for this number.

fr

Single Control - Two Year Guarantee
in Gold, Pink, Green, Blue

49-Competent
50 Male deer
54 Everyone
56 Period of time
57 Outfit
58 Observe
61 Babylonian
deity
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PARIS, Tenn., Nov. 3.-Dr.
George Carpenter, osteopathic
ohysician seeking admission to
the medical staff of the Henry
Cnunty General Hospital, said
Monday he will carry his fight
to the United States Supreme
Court.
Last September Tennessee's
Supreme Court refused to review a 1968 decision by the
state Court of Appeals which
overturned a 1965 Chancery
Court ruling that ordered the
Henry County hospital trustees
to admit Dr. Carpenter to the
medical staff.
Dr. Carpenter said Monday
that hospital trustees want to
exclude him from the medical
staff "for the sole reason that,
in addition to my training and
education in medicine, I have
also had education in the science of osteopathy."

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

&

Osteopath Will Push
Suit In Henry County

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- A heralded
130-hour course for
preschool children from three
to five years old will begin on
National Educational Television
Nov. 10.
Entitled "Sesame Street," the
daily, bour-long, 26-week color
series is budgeted at $8 million
and will be seen on about 165
stations across the country.
It is a morning program, but
many stations will repeat it
during the day.
Produced by the Children's
Television Workshop, the series
Is sponsored by the U.S. Office
of Education, the Carnegie
Corp., the Ford Foundation and Animal industry
other private organizations and
MANILA (UPI)-Some 900
government agencies.
pesos (S225 million) were invested in 1968 in the production
Much Attention Gained
So much attention has been of livestock and poultry in the
gained, in fact, by "Sesame Philippines, according to Animal
Street" that a commercial Industry Director Anacleto B.
network, NBC-TV, will present Coronel. He said the big investa half-hour preview of the ment has given the Philippines
program on Nov. 8. The the most modern and most propreview is called "This Way to gressive poultry and swine
Sesame Street," and is spon- industry in Southeast Asia.
sored by Xerox Corp.
The profit-oriented networks
California has more than 50
are interested in the NET
winter sports areas in its National
series because, among other
Forests.
reasons, it will use commercial
television techniques for educa
lem solving."
tional purposes.
Says Mrs. Joan Canz Cooney,
Celebrities Appear
executive
Here again, commercial video
director
of the
Children's Television Work- techniques will be employedshop: "Because many children puppets, animated cartoons,
learn to read by the repetitive live-action films, other younguse of television advertising, we sters
and
appearances by
will use one-minute spots, celebrities that include Carol
especially
created
by
the Burnett, James Earl Jones and
workshop, as a device to teach Burt Lancaster.
letters and numbers, ideas, and . The series iraS been widely
concepts."
researched
and
pre - tested
Adds NET: The series "is among children in day care
designed to prepare preschool centers and private homes. The
children for formal classroom hosts- two white, two Negroeducation by instructing them portray two teachers, the wife
in
such
subjects
as the of one of them, and a candy
alphabet, numbers and geome- store owner. The show has an
tric shapes and helping them urban setting, a city street.
The program's potential auddevelop sound thought processes through exercises in prob. ience is 12 million preschoolers,

1 Ver
5-Halt
9-Cushion
12-Skin ailment
13-Pitch
14-Beverage
15-Tenant under
a lease
17-Baby4onian
deity
18-Golf mound
19-Real estate
map
21-More unusual
23-Marked by
lines
27 Negative
28-Pamphlet
29-A state (abbr)
31-Short sleep
34-Faroe Islands
whirlwind
35-Hay spreaders
38 Symbol for
tellurium
39-Marry
41-Female deer
42-Join
44-Printer's
measure
46-Thankful
48 Speed contests
Si African tree
52 Japanese sash
53-Symbol for
tantalum
55 Glacial ridges
59-Anckent
60 Appellation of
Athena
62-Great Lake
63 Toll
64 Merry
65 Rant
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